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SINGULARITIES

IN MASS-LOADED

MHD

FLOW:

THE

COMETARY

BOW

SHOCK

I. Kh. Khabibrakhmanov,
• A. J. Coates?and V. L. Galinsky•
Abstract. We present a one-dimensionalmodel of the
mass-loadingof the solar wind by cometdry ions which
predicts a singularity in the mass-loadedflow at M=2.
Further, a subshockoccurs when the flow speed reaches
M• 1.15. The shape of the cometdry bow shock in two
dimensionsis predicted, by requiring that the flow Much
number of the shock is 2 taking the velocity component

in the caseof the solar wind interaction with planets having a strong intrinsic magnetic field. At comets,informa-

normal

Khabibrakhmanov
[1990a]andKhabibrakhmanov
and Verheest[1990],who showedfrom linear analysisof the local dispersionequationthat the local increment(i.e., the

to the shock surface.

The

Much

number

tion concerning
the shocktransitionis createdin the solar
wind plasma flow itself during the massloading process
rather than by the boundary conditions. This statement

will be our workinghypothesis
here.
The stationary solution was discussedby Galeev and

results

compare favourably with observationsat comet Halley.

growth rate of small disturbances at a given point in

Introduction

the flow) of magnetosonic
waveschangesits sign at the
point in the flow where the Much number equals2. More

Many of the essentialfeatures of supersonicmassloaded

plasma flow can be establishedusing the simple onedimensional hydrodynamic model of Biermann et al.

recently it was shown [Galeev and Khabibrakhmanov,
1990b,c,d]that this local positiveincrementis the result

[1967
] (seealsoGaleevat al. [1985]).Thismodelpredicts

of wave steepeningor a "gradient catastrophe"of the stationary solution.

that continuousstationary flow of the solar wind loaded
by newborn cometdry ions is possibleonly up to a "selfreversal" point where the local Much number M = 1, and
where the mass flux of the loaded flow normalised

Overview of one-dimensionalmassloading theory

to the

massflux of the solarwind at infinity reaches4/3. How-

Mass loading of the solar wind by comefury ions can
be describedby a one-dimensionalMHD system [Biermann et al., 1967, Galeevet al., 1985] which may be
rewritten in characteristicform as follows[Galeevand
Khabibrakhmanov,
1990b]:

ever, this result doesnot predict the actual position of the
cometdrybow shock. It showsthat as the solar wind flow
slowsdue to massloading, a shocktransition must occur
before this critical point in the flow. Strictly, the possibility of a continuoustransition acrossthe sonic point of
the massloaded plasma flow is excluded. Numerical sim-

1)+Pq-pcl)+u= vmu
2 ((7- 1)u:F2c),

ulations [e.g., Schmidtand Wegmann,1982, BardnOVet
al., 1986]of the solarwind interactionwith cometshave

boJ'-bop: 2 ((*-

shown that the Much number of the cometdry bow shock
is closeto 2 in the subsolarregion.
Hybrid simulations have been used to examine the

(Pta+ B2/2tto)is the sumof the thermalpressure
of the
ions and the magnetic pressure,B is the magnetic field,
m is the massof the newborn comefuryions and y is their

showedsystemsof steepeningwavesin the mass loaded
flow rather than a sharp shock. The MHD approachused
here givesthe position of the shockwithin the cometdry
than the structure

productionrate (ionsm-as-•), 7 is the specificheat ratio
of the plasma and the magnetosonicspeed c is defined

of the shock transition.

by c2 = (7Pta+ B2/tto)/p. Equation(1) dscribesthe

Huddlestonet aI [1990]haverecentlycalculatedthe inner limit

of the shock location

connection

between

evolution of acousticdisturbancespropagating along the
acoustic characteristicsC+ with the correspondingdiffer-

as the locus of the self-

reversalpoint in the flow, using a one-dimensionalmodel
extended to give a two-dimensionalshapein the plane of
the Giotto spacecrafttrajectory and the Sun. They did
not calculate the position of the shockitself.
The

the

Much

number

of

the

cometdry bow shock and its spatial position relative to
the cometdry nucleushas not yet been establishedand-

entialoperator
Dñ = O/Ot+ (u q-c)0/0z. Equation
(2)
describesthe propagationof entropy disturbancesmoving
with the flow along the Co characteristicdefined by the

operator/•0
= O/Or+ uO/Oz.Thissystem
coincides
with
that of GaIeevet al. [1985]exceptthat time dependence
is included

lyrically.The cometdrybowshockis characterized
by the
absenceof a "piston" or "rigid obstacle"which is present

here.

To analyseEquations(1) and (2) for discontinuities
it
is convenient
to recast
invariants of the flow:

them

in terms
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(2)

where p is the mass density, u is the bulk velocity, P =

structureof the cometdrybow shock[e.g., Galeevand
Lipatoy, 1984, Omidi and Winske,1987]. The results

coma rather

'

(1)

Riemann

1

R+= uxq-cxq-•pCp•,,
L= c•--•pCp•, (3)
where the subscript z denotesthe partial derivative with
respect to z. We assume here that the plasma flow is
perpendicular to the magnetic field, so that isotropization effects due to Alfv•nic

Union.

of the

turbulence

are excluded

and

7 = 2. Applying
thedifferential
operator
D• = 0/0z to
eachof the equations(1) and (2), one
the following
transportequationsfor the quantitiesin (3):
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to the magnetic
fidd thedispersion
of the magnetosonic
waves was calculated

in Khabibrakhmanov

and Verheest

[1990]by expansion
of the solutionsof the Vlasovequation usingsmallparameters(ratiosof characteristicspatial and time variationsto the gyroradiusand gyroperiod
of the plasma particles). This method of expansionignores the products of derivativesof the plasma flow parameters

but

takes into

account

the nonlinear

variation

of the flow parameters on scaleslarger than the gyroradius and gyroperiod. In the caseof ions dominating the
plasma thermal pressure,the dispersionparameter is:

where

u2
- c2
(2L
- R+
+R_)]
C2

loading(v = 0) andisentropic
flow(c/p1/2•- con$7•
and
L = 0). The first equationof system(4) is a Ricatti nonlinear equationhaving solutionswhich tend to infinity in
a finite time.

It can be transformed

to a linear differential

equationby the substitutionR+ = I/z, giving:

(8)

a•= 4p•2l q-• [rap
2-3 ,

To illustrate the existenceof the gradient catastrophein
these equations, we considerfirst the case of no mass

here f• is the gyrofrequencyof the ions, dominated by the
pickup ions, and II is the secondmoment of the ion dis-

tributionfunctionoverthe magneticmomentt• = v2,/2B
of the particles(i.e., II = f ft•2d3v). For a Maxwellian
distribution,the parameterA(= 2IIp/raP 2) is 4, whilefor
a ring distribution A = 2. For the massloaded solar wind
near the M = 2 point one can find using an explicit ex-

R+
=R+,o
Co•
pø} I +R+,0•
fokco-•Po
}dt

pressionfor the distributionfunctionof the ions [Galeev
et al., 1985] that A = 2.12. This meansthat the dispersionlengtha• whichis positiveupstreamof the cometary
bow shock with

Ilere the integration is along the characteristicC+ and
all initial values at the time t = 0 are denoted by the

subscript"0". One can seefrom Equation(6) that if the
initial value R+,0 (R+,0 = R+(x,t = 0))is positivethe•
R+ > 0 for all t > 0 and the plasma flow will remain
continuous.flowever,if R+,0 < 0 at somepoint x0 along
the characteristic C+, then R+ < 0 everywhere except

when the denominatorin (5) is zero. At this point the
gradientcatastropheoccurs.The positionof the gradient
catastropheis determined by the equation:

Mach

number

M

=

2 can diminish

to

zero inside the shock. This happens at the point where

the local Mach numberdecreases
to Mcr = •
= 1.15
(from equation(8)). At this point ion dispersioncan no
longerprevent the overturningof the plasmaflow and an
electron-proton subshockappears with dimensionsmuch
lessthan the ion dispersionlength.
Observations

The Giotto plasma data set is, at least on the inbound
pass, the most completeof any of the 1985-86 cometaw

probes,in that all the appropriateparameters(electrons,
solar wind protons, magnetic field and cometaw wa-

ter groupions) weremeasureddirectly. Outboundonly
For the time interval t k tk continuousplasma flow is
not possibleand dispersiveeffectscan stop the gradient
catastrophe in the flow. Similar calculations were used

for the pistonproblemin a perfectgas (seefor example
the textbookby Landauand Lifshitz[1987]).
Returning to the caseof massloaded supersonicplasma

f•ow (,#

0), usingth• uppe• sig• i• Equ•tio• (1), fo•

stationary flow the value of R+ may be written'
vmu

(u+c)R+
= 2--•-(u
- 2c).

(7)

the electron parameters require assumptions. Recently

Coateset al. [1990a]presenteda refinedset of theseparameters and used them to perform a Rankine-ilugoniot
jump analysisto determinethe shocknormals. This analysiswasperformedfor two intervals,firstly well-upstream

and downstreamfrom the shock(betweenthe pointsU2D2 in Figure 1 of Coateset al., [1990a])and secondly
immediatelyupstreamand downstream(U1-D1) of the
S1-S2 structure, which was interpreted as representing
the shockitself. The different normals found using these
intervals

led to different

shock Mach

numbers

as calcu-

lated by propagationinto the upstreamflow. These num-

The valueof R+,0becomes
zero(R+,0changes
sign)at the

bers were 1.03-1.14

point in the flow with Mach number M = 2. According

comparisonto the theory in this paper, we interpret the
U2-D2 transition as giving the Mach number of the entire
shockstructure and U1-D1 as giving the Mach number of
the "subshock".Note that S2 was previouslyinterpreted

to the solution(5), any infinitesimaldisturbanceof the
stationary flow will lead to the gradient catastrophesingularity here and the stationary solution of Galeev et al.

[1985]is not possiblefor M < 2.
This conclusiondoesnot depend on the massloading
profile. The source term • may depend on the spatial
position in the expandingneutral gas and on the flow
parameters. Even if a stationary solutiondoesnot exist,
a singularity of the plasma flow at M - 2 is still present
until the breakdownof the MIlD description.
The characteristicspatial dimensionof the collisionless
shockis determined by the dispersionof the plasma. For
slow motion of magnetizedplasma exactly perpendicular

for U1-D1

and 1.7-1.8

for U2-D2.

For

as a possiblesubshock[Coateset al., 1990a].
Usingthe measuredparameters,Coateset al. [1990b]
have calculated the magnetosonicMach number of the
flow in the shockregion. Figure 1 showsthe Mach number as a functionof time and distancealongthe spacecraft

track (this track wasat 107ø to the comet-Sunline). The
relevant features of this plot are that the U2 interval occurs at a flow Mach

number

M•2.5

and the "subshock"

(S2) appearsat M•l.5. The Machnumberof the normal
component(not shownhere) is lower than that shown
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Fig.1. Giottomeasurements
ofthemagnetosonic
Muchnumber
ofthesolarwindnearthebowshock
structure
S1-S2.
Theupstream-downstream
(U-D)averaging
intervals
usedfortheRankine-Hugoniot
analysis
in Coates
et al [1990a]
immediately
near(1) andwellawayfrom(2) theS1-S2structure
areshown
(U1-D1andU2-D2).

the ICE encounter with comet Giacobini-Zinner have also

the exponentialdecrease
of the neutralgasdensitywith
distanceRL = (Qrn/4•rV•rpoouoo).
Other cu,es
spondto larger valuesof/• as indicated. In Table 1 we
givethe calculateddistances
Rs,wherethe shockappears
alongthe stagnation
line, for givenvaluesof/• usingthe
parameters
relevantto the Giottoencounter:
Q = 1030

beenpublished
recently[Staineset al., 1991]andinspec-

s-1, V•r = 1.116-10
ø kin,noouoo
= 2.266.l0is km-2s
-1,

in Figure1, and thereforecloserto the predictedvalues,
throughoutthis period. The precisevalue dependson
whichnormalis taken[seeCoateset al., 1990b],andconsequentlywe showthe magnitudehererather than any
particularnormalcomponent.The Muchnumbersfor
tion of their results also shows that the Much number at

uoo= 366 kms-1 [Huddleston
et at., 1990]. Note that

the shock is close to 2.

Y

Discussion

y=2

The observedMuch number of the quasiperpendicular
bow shockwas closeto the predictedvalue of 2 and the
subshockMuch number was close to the predicted 1.15.
•=0.5
•=1

Thereforewe may assumethat the Muchnumberof the
cometdrybow shockcalculatedfor the velocitycomponent normal to the bow shocksurfaceis equal to 2 around

the shocksurface:M = 2/sin a, wherea is the anglebetween the solar wind velocity and the shocksurface.
As can be seen from three dimensional simulations

[O#inoet al., 1988]in thesupersonic
regiontheflowpat-

tern is almost unidirectional. So one can calculate the
local value of the mass flux from the continuity equation:

dpu
Qrn
(- v/z2+y
d•= 4xVgr
(•2+y2)
exp
Var2), (9)

x
-2

wherethe sourceterm is definedby N (= Q/4•rV•r) and

V•, thedensity
andvelocity
oftheneutralgas,andbythe
photoionizationtime r.

Finallyweobtaintheequation
defining
the bowshock
shapein cylindrical
coordinates
(r, 0):

pu 872
[sin2
a+ 2(7-1)]

poouoo
(O'-1)(sin2
a4-40')
2
1+

rsinO

(10)

( V•rsin0)'

dOexp -

y=5/3

herey = r sin0 = constalongthe flowline.
Fig.2. Solutions
ofequation
(12)for7=2 (toppanel)and
The solutionsof this equation are shown in Figure
2 for two limiting cases' the adiabaticapproximation q'=5/3 (bottompanel),for differentvaluesof the paramto R8 = 1 (seetext). The lines
(q,= 2) in theupperhalfandstrong
isotropization
ofnew eter /•, and normalised
cometdry
ions(q,= 5/3) in thelowerhalf. The outermost with arrowsshowthe anglesof the Giotto trajectoryand
the dotted line shows the distance ratio of the observed
shapesare the limitingsolutions
for smallvaluesof the

parameter/•= Rl;/V•r, whichdetermines
thestrength
of

bow shock crossings.
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TABLE 1. Dependenceof the subsolarstandoff distance

R8 on the parameter/• (seetext)
/•

R8 (kin)[7=2]

0.1
0.5

2.21x106
9.99x10 s

R• (kin)[7=5/3]
1.27x10 a
5.72x10 s

1.0

4.54x10'

2.60x10'

thesevaluesof the parameterswould give/3 -.• 0.5, which
with 3' = 2 gives a subsolarstandoff distance of almost

10ø km and a flaringfactorof approximately2, both of
which are larger than thoseinferred from observationsof

the shockcrossings
(seebelow).
Another way of comparingwith observationsis to use
a feature of the shapewhichis independentof the spatial
scalingfactor, assumingthat the solar wind conditions
are constant during the flyby. We have tried the ratio of
the cometocentric

distances of the observed shock cross-

ings on the inbound and outbound legsof the spacecraft
trajectory. For Giotto this ratio was close to 1.5. The
trajectory is overlaid on the dimensionlesscoordinates in

Galeev, A. A., T. E. Cravensand T. I. Gombosi, Solar
wind stagnationnear comets,Astropl•ys.J., œ89,807819, 1985.
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the two panelsof Figure 2: the ratio of 1.5 corresponds
to a straightline of gradient-1/(Stahl7 ø) = -0.65 on this
plot. Lines with this gradient are showndotted from the

Galeev, A. A., A. S. Lipatoy and R. Z. Sagdeer, Numeri-
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